eDQ—Data Quality Automation—Optimized Performance

eDQ is a web-based application used by Data Quality (DQ) Managers and Commanders at virtually every Air Force (AF) Military Treatment Facility (MTF) to track and correct healthcare data quality issues with an automated input system.

eDQ is located on the CarePoint Information Portal (CIP) and provides an automated submission process via an input workflow mechanism. MTF DQ Managers use this tool complete the eDQ Review List and send results to Air Force Medical Operations Agency (AFMOA). eDQ also uses an automated workflow to capture the results of auditing records through which results feed into the DQ process to track the completion and trending of those efforts.

Key Benefits

- Tracks and corrects healthcare DQ issues as they occur
- Allows adherence to TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) policy Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 6040.40, mandating that all services must monitor DQ
- Streamlined communication through automatic submission and notification from the DQ manager to the DQ commander to Headquarters (HQ)
- Supports the completion and submission of DQ Review Lists and Statements on a monthly basis

Key Features

- Automated data validation improves speed and accuracy
- Tracks both the completion and trending of auditing record results
- Facilitates electronic validation email notification
- Supports pre-populated data within the review list to streamline data entry
- Calculates the percentages and provides stoplights based threshold